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Abstract
This paper is based on a comparative analysis of some twenty-six intelligent building facades and sixteen
large media-facades from a socio-psychological perspective. It is not difficult to observe how deployment of
computational technologies have engendered new possibilities for architectural production to which surfacecenteredness lies at that heart of spatial production during design, fabrication and envelope automation
processes. While surfaces play a critical role in contemporary social production (information display,
communication and interaction), it is important to understand how the relationships between augmented building
surfaces and its subjects unfold. We target double-skin automated facades as a distinct field within buildingservices and automation industry, and discuss how the developments within this area are over-occupied with
seamless climate control and energy efficiency themes, resulting into socially inert mechanical membranes.
Our thesis is that at the core of the development of automated façade lies the industrial automation attitude
that renders the eventual product socially less engaging and machinic. We illustrate examples of interactive
media-façades to demonstrate how architects and interaction designers have used similar technology to turn
building surfaces into socially engaging architectural elements. We seek opportunities to extend performative
aspects of otherwise function driven double-skin façades for public expression, informal social engagement
and context embodiment. Towards the end of the paper, we propose a conceptual model as a possible method
to address the emergent issues.
Through this paper we intend to bring forth emergent concerns to designing building membrane where
technology and performance are addressed through a broader cultural position, establishing a continual dialogue
between the surface, function and its larger human context.
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Introduction
Since sometime, relationships between the human
subject and the built environment have been
central in architectural discourse again. After
decades of the machine’s influence through the
industrial revolution until wake of the digital era,
we have come to focus again on the importance
of humane space, urban responsibilities of built
structures and its relationships to the end user.
While it is no news that built environments have
lasting effects on human psychology, shaping of
collective identities and social behaviour
[Norberg-Schulz 1971], [Rapoport 1969], the
subject is re-visited recently through studies in
spatial psychology [Vidler 2000], environmental
cognition and architectural theories in accordance
with emergent digital revolution [Zellner 1999],
[Oosterhuis 2002], [McCullough 2004]. Building
surfaces or façades form an important area of
investigation for how they represent an initial
interface to our interaction with built entities and
urban environments in general. Notion of response
and media augmented expression are increasingly
addressed in contemporary architectural design
through incorporating new digital techniques in
an attempt to equip architectural surfaces with new
forms of expression [Rahim 2002], [Krueger
1996]. Studies in consumer product psychology
repetitively suggest that the value of products are
often determined against the expression they
release for how they signify abstract persona and
allow us to project ourselves through their
ownership [Reeves 1996][Norman 1993].
Symbolic exchange-value of the commodity
positions the possessor within a class where the
consensual meaning associated with the objects
finds manifestation. What the object signifies (its
sign value) often is more important in social terms
than what the object does (its utility value), and
therefore, it is not only the product that we
consume, but the idea of the product, and what
the product will allow us to become. Places are
defined similarly - less by location, building
attributes, technical efficiency or landscape, and
communities; but by the focusing of collective
experiences and subjective embodiment into
particular spatial conditions [Dourish 2001].
Architecture is a notion of space inextricably
linked with, and defined by, the wealth of human
experience and use occurring within it. Invested
by subjective values, philosophical projections,
and cultural influences, architectural space is
defined far beyond the physical envelope.
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Augmenting such space would require
understandings of embodied existence, sociopsychological aspects of space and its operative
principles.
Intelligent Building
Concepts of intelligent building and smart space,
however, address technologies for built spaces
with a distinct approach that is often utilitarian.
Energy efficiency continues to be a top priority in
what constitutes an intelligent building [Szell
2003], [Sharples 1999]. Early approaches
essentially focused on two basic objectives human comfort through climate control, and costeffective energy management. Although there
exists no fixed opinion or definition of the term
“Intelligent Building”, it is important to note how
even the earliest definitions address the notion of
responsiveness through electronic system controls,
time based programmability of building services
and integrated operation [Wigginton 2002]. Unlike
the use of digital technologies in architectural
design, which focuses on augmenting human
experience through creative technological means,
monotony of energy efficiency theme remains
central in design and production of intelligent
building façades. This is apparent in Intelligent
Building definitions, which define the Intelligent
Building as the one that maximises efficiency
while allowing effective management with
minimum costs [IBC, Intelligent Building
International], [Kim 1993], anticipates conditions
and active forces [Kroner 1997], optimizes
structure, systems, services and management to
help business owners, property managers and
occupants to realise their goals in cost, comfort,
convenience, safety, long term flexibility and
marketability [Kim 1996], or be able to respond
to organisational change and adapt to new tasks
[Harrison 1994]. Basic objectives of IB systems
can be divided in four categories, namely
Increased environmental comfort, Energy
optimisation, Security, and Automated building
maintenance procedures. Façade engineering
plays a major role in implementing these
objectives. However for architecture, in its long
history, façade was a social frame first and became
operable equipment (automated envelope) only
later [McCullough 2004]; unlike developments in
computing – an operation based system first;
whose developmental trajectory is lately being
questioned altogether for being an orthodox
extension of industrial automation slogan that
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focused around process automation and not the
human subject. With recent explosion of
ubiquitous computing and the shifting focus of
interface design to what is now termed interaction
design denote popular reaction to a general
realisation to move away from idiot-proof, buttonbased interfaces that perpetuate such industrial
legacy and rethink the idea of interaction from a
deeper perceptual and social level. Recent interest
of HCI in Heidegger’s phenomenology and its
application to the design of computational system
architecture denote such shift [Dourish
2001],[Coyne 1999]. Façades designed and
manufactured with industrial automation outlook
significantly lack sociability, expression and thus
engagement alike, for how the human relationships
with the building, its elements and the social
surrounding of the building are considered less
important from the start. This reflects not only in
the assigned functions and aesthetic qualities of
façade, but also in the interfaces developed to
control them, which form primary means of
operation and exercising offered affordance.
Systems that eventually develop around the
energy/cost/climate parameters hence remain
limited in terms of how human subject identifies
with them.
How Intelligent Facades are Socially Inert?
In recent years, interaction designers and architects
have demonstrated potential in physical computing
and embedded systems in large interactive
surfaces. As the need to connect architecture and
interaction design comes from overlapping subject

matters and escalating social consequences, the
path towards such connection involves a shift from
foreground objects to background experiences.
[McCullough 2004] It is in this underlying attitude
that these projects differ significantly from
conventional function driven intelligent façades.
Most automated façade systems invite little bodily
participation both from the occupants’ perspective
within the building and larger urban participation
from the outside. Sense of belonging in spatial
settings involves a perception of insideness and
not the empirical attributes of physical construct.
Foundations of embodiment are rooted in such
perception, which is largely governed by trust,
support networks, collective experiences, interests,
types of transactions, history, landmark, proximity
etc. [McCullough 2004] Allocation of interaction
systems acknowledging such interventions lack
significantly in the design of automated facades.
For example, bay wise louver control for optimal
lighting in the systems we studied usually involved
the user participation in two forms. One, through
provision of a push-button based system-override
panel and two, in some cases, through pyro-electric
infrared occupancy sensors mounted at room-level
resolution to interpolate the control of artificial
lighting. The former denies physical contact and
hence reduces the spectrum of control through
limited push buttons to control a few aspects of
what are otherwise elaborate architectural
elements, and the latter comes through as overtly
impersonal and dissociative for its popular
psychological association with voyeur and silentsurveillance. Such automated provisions do not

Figure 1. BIX communicative display skin embodies 930 fluorescent lamps integrated in acrylic glass façade of the biomorphic
structure
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efficiently replace the complex ritual of interacting
with a window, for example, for view and/or light
and/or breeze but rather reduce the scope of the
architectural elements to singular functions –
which in this case is, seamless maintenance of
internal illumination level.
While many intelligent facades are now equipped
with sophisticated Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) based control systems, to learn occupant
activity patterns and climatic variations, perceived
sense of response (and so façade as an active
entity) remain low to the occupants. Most louver
control systems, for example, set re-adjustment
timings to 30mins or more to avoid continuous
movement and thereby reducing disturbance.
Studies in social psychology [Brown 1979],
[Kolers 1972] show that lack of visible motion
results in perceived inertness for how cognition
fails to assess activeness of an entity [Sternberg
1986, 1981], [Livingstone 1988], [Bolivar 1995].
Therefore even though actual intelligence/
responsivity is significant, perceived intelligence/
response remain low. We will later see how in
interactive media-façades, this quality is
significant and there fore results in increased social
participation. Collective motion of façade
elements, closely tied up with environmental
sensors and weather stations, does not respond to
the user except for local override through wall
mount control panels.
It is well known that industrial standardisation
processes exert unity at a mass level by extracting
individual identities [Jencks 1998]. One of the
well-criticised downsides of modernist
architecture has been standardisation. This
continues to reflect, for obvious reasons, in
contemporary construction practices too.
Personalisation of space in traditional spatial
settings came through authorship, display and
control of personal objects, attributes, and their
organisation in space. (What makes something my
place?) In modern settings these practices are
reduced to personal notes, pictures, greeting cards
etc stuck on interior partition surfaces, PCwallpapers, demographies of personal objects on
work desks and other surfaces etc. Standardisation
of surface-elements both within façades, and in
other interior surfaces, with their authorships
assigned to automated systems, reduces the
potential of personal projection, authorship and
interaction with these elements. Moreover, to
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Benedikt, we orient spatially not only through eyes
but also with tactile body [Benedikt 1992];
repetitive standardised curtain-wall elements
confiscate unique identification of places and
locations along the surface and render the
spectator-body, in turn, as the object of operation
rather than subject of action [Bloomer 1977].
Perception of locations and places are rooted in
spatial relationship networks, which are at the
heart of our conceptual system [Lakoff 1980].
In case of operable components encased between
two transparent sheet-glass layers of double-skin
façades, or automated doors, air-inlets, shading
elements etc, invoke tactile detachment. Such
detachment from tactile contact, and therefore
from direct control, eliminates a variety of
activities related to traditional building elements
emerging from physical contact [leaning on a
surface, peeping through a hole, sitting on
window-sill, opening/closing doors/windows etc].
Lack of social engagement, personal projection
and tactile contact, seemingly forbids personal
affiliation with these systems. Such humane
interaction with conventional building-elements
forms the bases for embodiment in traditional built
environments, which remain low in mechanized
intelligence driven building surfaces.
While it may seem that machinic appearance of
automated surfaces may account for alienation too,
there is evidence in psychological literature that
this condition does not quite prevent us from
identifying with technological objects. Popular
examples of such theory come from research
showing how we assign personalities to
technological objects such as televisions, mobile
phones and other new media objects [Reeves
1996]. It is not in the way automated façades look
but what they signify (through the level of our
engagement with them) is important in social
terms. It is at this level that the design of operable
façades lack affordance.
While primary agendas of Intelligent building
membranes remain rooted in climatic adaptation,
security and cost-effective energy optimization,
we notice very little significance of these selfcontained surfaces socially in urban settings. This
unresponsiveness is especially noticeable when
compared to highly expressive surfaces of
interactive media-facades.
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Response and Interaction in Media Façades
BIX façade at Kunsthaus Graz, for example, deals
with the issue of communication and embodiment
through the deployment of low-resolution display
technologies enabling the building surface to
display video-like images through controlling
brightness of the individual fluorescent tubes. The
issue of embodiment is addressed through devising
an additional web based service allowing artists
to compose and post video impressions to the
surface, online; expanding this way, the
interactivity of the Kunsthaus beyond geographic
proximities. At a local level, the institution projects
itself through soft yet dynamic expression released
by the built form. In terms of image resolution,
the BIX façade (930 pixels) is smaller than the
screen of a common mobile phone. Such low
resolution stretched across complex doubly curved
structure pushes the image content to being highly
suggestive and abstract. Although most media
façades involve such low to medium image
resolution, success of these schemes lies in the in
the way foveal and peripheral vision works in
cognitive processes. Studies in image size,
resolution and motion [Reeves 1993], [Nystrom
1992], [Detenber 1999] in television-screens and
cinema suggest that level of arousal and thereby
involvement is directly proportional to image size
but does not depend on resolution [Hochberg
1986]. Images that extend to peripheral boundary
are more involving. Also, eyes are more sensitive
to motion in peripheral vision than the definitive
attributes of the image [Nystrom 1992], [Hatada
1986]. Façades such as the BIX communicative

display skin draw on these specificities of
perception and invite engagement, despite low
resolution. Less definitive abstract movements
resembling to those of real-world objects and
people thus characterize these surfaces and invite
engagement.
Approaches to interaction in media façades vary
significantly. Hyposurface (Fig 2) responds to
ambient sounds and user position/motion by
undergoing topological transformations. Kinetic
wall (Fig 3) similarly engages passer by on the
street by collective motion of Whisks like robotic
façade members reacting in real time to human
movement. Instant physical response, however
abstract, induces a sense of live presence and
attention, making the façade an active part of urban
life. Although majority of these installations serve
no utilitarian function except for inviting active
participation, their appropriateness in social
context is significant. Moreover, although the level
of computational intelligence or logic-complexity
of such systems is low [Anshuman 2003];
perceived intelligence and responsiveness remains
significantly high.
It is only recently that surface has gained a new
focus in design as a ground for display,
communication and interaction that now requires
re-appropriation of otherwise distinct technologies
that form integral part of the surface formation. A
more integrative outlook to surface design and
integration of digital or electronic technologies at
material level is now beginning to be demonstrated
in façade systems. While conventional intelligent

Figure 2. Hyposurface is pneumatically driven animate membrane developed by dECOi
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façades demonstrate low embodiment from
occupants’ perspective, media façades lack real
function. There are clear analogies to be drawn
from media-façades that could inform the design
conventions of intelligent façades.
Discussion
Service Segregation and Architectural Surface
We think that the reasons for the automated façade
engineering to have developed solely around
energy efficiency and climate control parameters
are rooted in the historical kinship of this field to
building services and not architectural design.
Modernist agendas of seeking efficiency through
service segregation and efficient function delivery
negate the higher-level design issues concerning
embodiment, expression or situatedness in social
contexts. This holds true from the times when
electrical or other technologies were beginning to
be integrated in architectural production. Within
the first decade of the twentieth century, methods
for delivering electrical distribution within
buildings were developed at an industrial scale.
With increasing demand, electricity soon became
integrated into spatial production without formal
intrusion as a part of architectural design. Cavity
walls later emerged as a new component type that
radically restructured the conventional materiality
of architectural surface, and quickly became the
site for integrating unified building service
infrastructures such as plumbing, heating, cooling

and electricity, while remaining distinctly
unrelated to neither spatial configuration nor
surface design. The notion that the distribution
services should be architecturally unrelated,
usually reflects modernist agendas of industrial
optimization through segregation, and modularity,
as much as the often-stated practical assertions of
convenience and ease of construction [Kennedy
2004]. Persistence of this logic has produced a set
of ideas and conventions that continue to influence
contemporary practice that include façade
engineering as part of intelligent building
approaches. This segregation resulted into
conceptual and physical segregation of service
provision infrastructures and their material
mediums (i.e. lighting fixtures, wall mount
switches, HAVC infrastructure being distinct from
spatial design). With the proliferation of
information technologies, these systems were
further divided into four operating areas namely,
Energy efficiency, Life-safety systems,
telecommunications systems, and workplace
automation [the National Academy of Sciences’
committee for “electronically-enhanced”
buildings], which over time merged into two
broader areas: Facilities Management (FM)
(energy and security systems) and Information
Systems (ITC)(telecommunications and
workplace automation systems), forming two
primary cores of contemporary building services’
architecture [Szell 2003] (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Kinetic wall is prototype surface developed by Kinetic Design Group at MIT
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This division is especially evident in the intelligent
façade examples from the last decade. In general,
FM deals with the physical structure itself and how
it is operated. It finds manifestation through façade
elements and floor-concealed HAVC, security and
fire systems. Various IB standards (appendix) have
since emerged to automate FM (Fig 7). ITC on
the other hand, refers to the way information is
handled within the building - it operates
independently from façade, structure or intrinsic
building elements. ITC systems dealing with web,
email, LAN, WAN networks, workstations, IO
peripherals, telephone systems, and in some cases
personal ubiquitous devices, is manifested only
through object-level entities distributed within
building envelopes.
An Alternative Model
What strikes one are the underlying organizing
principles in the current IB systems model. While
FM continues to decrease human intervention
through typical strategies for programmed start/
stop, duty cycling, set-point resets, sensor based
adaptive control and optimal energy routing for
vital building functions, ITC continues to increase

interpersonal and building’s interaction with
occupants and appliances. With the spread of
context-aware computing [Weiser 91] new
channels of connecting human activities to
information are now opening with various sensing,
processing and networking technologies. These
developments have demonstrated potential for
architectural spaces to perform in previously
unimaginable manner, that is, through augmented
experience, expression and interaction [Gage
1998], [Krueger 1996]. Unfortunately, material
manifestation of current ITC systems in IB systems
(desktop PCs, telephones, printers, videoconferencing facilities etc.) form a detached innerlayer consisting of distinct objects and services
which are not commonly perceived as parts of
building anatomy. FM, through automation,
continues to detach definitive formal elements of
built entities from its occupants; to which, façade
and other surfaces are operative grounds. For it
is these material surfaces, that form essential
mediums for occupant’s social embodiment
through interaction. Optimizing built surfaces for
expression, display and interaction holds the
potential to produce a heightened presence
characterized by the intensity of experiential

Figure 4. Primary model of contemporary building services’ architecture

Figure 5. Diagram showing the current model of IB with unrelated FM and ITC (Left), and the proposed model (Right) for
increased user embodiment
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responsiveness beyond mechanical automation,
and therefore embodiedness within built
structures. The alternative model (Figure 5) takes
integrated approach to environmental handling
together with occupant information thought ITC
system instead of FM and ITC performing
independently. ITC could therefore be optimized
for it’s newly found potential to integrate objects,
occupants and environmental inputs, and organize
heterogeneous output at a wider material level.
This approach most importantly allows for input
from human actions (explicit keyed instructions
and implicit sensor data) and occupant attributes
that otherwise remain limited to interconnected
ITC components. As ubiquitous computing mark
the third wave in computing, interaction between
computational objects and mediated interpersonal
information exchange will become more human
centred and context aware. Routing building
management procedures via ITC systems this way
allows for the response actions to be linked to
architectural surfaces and built objects; making
them expressive or responsive to their human
contexts. The increasing number of materials
through with digital technology can be distributed
and information could be displayed
(Electroluminescent materials, FoLED, SMA and
piezoelectric materials) expands the array of
integrating such materials into spatial production;
extending this way, responsive qualities both via
robotic and audio-visual means.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have tried to demonstrate two
distinct approaches to façade design. Keeping
automated double skin façade in focus, we have
illustrated variety of media installations developed
by architects, interaction designers and media
artists. In such comparative perspective, it is not
hard to notice that public expression and
interactivity of large media façades result in
heightened social participation and informal
engagement that differ significantly from videoscreen and large LED displays conventionally used
in urban settings. Real time responsiveness of
these systems to their user and/or larger social
contexts, provide these buildings with an added
social dimension that usually lacks in automated
façades. We have proposed that the reasons for
such inertness are rooted in the manner in which
such systems are conceptualised and the
foundations that they are based on. Control and
engagement afforded to the end user, both
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functionally and socially, require an outlook
towards design that in fact increases the affordance
offered by such automated elements, rather than
reducing its participative spectrum. We have
demonstrated this limitation by comparing the
button based louver control with the manual
control of conventional window and the ease of
operation and variety of engagement afforded by
such element. We propose for widening such
engagement spectrum through better interaction
design where technology does not reduce human
dimension otherwise inherent in an entity.
Although it was out of the scope of this paper to
discuss technologies driving such systems, it was
observed during the study that both media-façades
and double skin membranes use very similar
technologies to achieve their respective goals.
While expression, experience and user
participation form primary agendas for media
façades, energy efficiency and seamless control
continue to predominate developments in
automated double skin membranes. Lack of
expression and interaction preclude these rather
machinic systems from being sociable and
engaging. We have also argued that the reasons
for the lack of such objectives in their design are
rooted in the relatedness of this field to the building
services that throughout history operated alongside
architectural design but were never an active
component of architecture. While the growth of
ubiquitous computing now raises new issues to
infuse computational properties and media in
everyday objects and surfaces, this continuum
pushes the building industry to re-organize and
adapt to new integrated processes of material
design and their spatial manifestation. Architecture
must then operate to site these properties within
the discipline and argue for the value of their
projective effects that could create new concepts
for energy distribution, spatial experiences, and
expression; giving the discipline a more central
role among other contemporary modes of cultural
production. Current form of ITC systems holds
this potential, and must therefore be optimized to
act as a central core connecting future
infrastructural, spatial and human components. For
it is in doing so, that the architect would be able
to engage processes of technical and imaginative
engineering required for adapting and projecting
spatial concepts for the material character of a
technology that has remained historically outside
of architecture, but is now central to our culture.
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Appendices

Table 1: User interaction and climatic input in intelligent façades
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Table 2: Existing Intelligent Building Standards and Attributes
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